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They’re going to die laughing.

This group of people is a joke to them.

After the seven decision makers knelt down, they shouted, “Kowtow!”

“Bang bang bang…”

These people started to kowtow one by one.

For a while, there was a rumbling sound on the island.

“I swear to give up any hatred for Hydra, or I will hit five thunders

every day!”

“I swear to obey Hydra’s orders in the future and treat Hydra as my

parents! I will never take revenge!”

…

Everyone started to kowtow and swear.

All the remaining dignity is lost.

“Hahaha……”

“It’s ridiculous! Look at me killing their parents and relatives! Not only

did they not seek revenge on us, they even knelt down and kowtowed

to us, and swore to give up their hatred!”

…

Several heads of Hydra laughed.

It seems that it is really good to be attached to the War Bear Kingdom

now.

No need to hide and hide like you used to.

How good it is now, even the enemy has nothing to do with him.

Then, their eyes fell on the more than 7,000 people led by No. 8.

“What? Don’t you kneel? Do you want revenge?”

asked the head of Hydra.

“Kneel down for you, it’s impossible! Wait to die!”

“We must take revenge!”

No. 8 looked at the more than 7,000 people behind him and roared,

“It’s time for revenge, brothers!”

Several heads of Hydra smiled: “Okay, very good!”

“Old eighth, you kneel down quickly, you are courting death, it is

impossible to take revenge on your own! Those who know current

affairs are Junjie!”

The seven decision makers immediately shouted.

“Hoho, trash!”

Eight sneered.

“As long as you kill all those who want revenge, I will spare you today!

Otherwise, all of you will die!”

The second head of Hydra suddenly thought of something and

couldn’t help saying.

He wants to see this group of people kill each other!

After the other leaders understood their intentions, they also laughed

and said, “Yes, in order to show that you are in the same battle camp as

Hydra! Kill all these vengeful people in front of you!”

“Give you ten seconds, or our five thousand gods will start

immediately!”

“Start the countdown!”

“ten!”

…

The heads of Hydra didn’t give these people any chance to consider at

all, and started the countdown directly.

No. 8 and the seven decision makers could not have imagined such an

outcome.

…

“five!”

“Four!”

“kill!”

Seeing that the countdown time was approaching, the seven decision

makers immediately ordered.

These traitors have killed the people led by No. 8.

“Kill it out! Find the Hydra for revenge!”

On the 8th, they still had a firm look on their faces, and they killed the

super hydra recklessly.

It’s just that there are too many people blocking the front.

Seven decision makers led tens of thousands of people to kill.

“I’m sorry brothers, we have to kill you in order to survive!”

…

A massacre begins.

Hydra doesn’t just watch them kill each other.

Many gods were also sent to assist them.

Soon the people on the eighth side fell one by one.

…

After a while, only Eight was left.

He was wounded and about to fall.

He looked at his former companion, his face full of grimness, and his

eyes were full of resentment.

“Don’t worry, you will not end well! Someone will seek revenge for

you!”

“You and Hydra are all going to die!”

shouted Number Eight.

“Who? Who has the ability to avenge us?”

The major heads of Hydra laughed loudly.

“I remember, Ye Junlin will seek revenge for you! When his daughter’s

poison is removed, he will definitely come to take revenge!”

shouted Number Eight.

In fact, he is also looking for comfort.

I can only think of Ye Junlin.

And put all hope on Ye Junlin.

Ye Junlin, you must take revenge!

“Hahaha……”

Just after hearing that, everyone laughed.

How could Ye Junlin take revenge alone?

That’s just crazy!
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